Network end-user devices such as laptops and desktop PCs are often left powered ON 24/7 while they remain idle most of the time. The main reason behind this is maintaining network connectivity for remote access, VoIP, instant messaging and other Internet-based applications. The Network Connectivity Proxy (NCP) emerged as a quite promising strategy for significantly reducing network energy waste by allowing devices to sleep without losing their presence over Internet. It impersonates presence of devices during their sleeping periods at all layers of TCP/IP stack. The NCP can successfully proxy basic networking protocols (e.g., ARP, PING, DHCP etc) but faces challenges in proxying TCP sessions and proprietary closed-source applications with encrypted packets.
Introduction
Several studies in literature have revealed that network end-user devices such as laptops and desktop PCs are left powered ON 24/7 in offices and homes even when idle [1] . A study by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) revealed that network infrastructure in US consumes 2% of total electricity which rises to 8% when considering servers and PCs as well [2] . Significant portion of electricity consumed by PCs is wasted as they are idle for at least two-third of the time everyday but still kept powered ON. The main reason investigated due to which people disable low power features, is the need of network connectivity for remote access, VoIP, Instant Messaging (IM) and other Internet based applications. It is worth to mention that Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) defined low power states for compliant network devices as depicted in Fig. 1 . The ACPI states are classified into four global states (G0-G3) which are sub-categorized into six sleep states (S0-S5). During idle periods, computers are in state S0 with all hardware components fully functional. However, computers can be put in a very low * Corresponding author power standby state (i.e., S3 with typical power consumption of 2-4 W) during idle periods in order to reduce energy waste. It is also possible to wake-up the computer (i.e., S0) using remote wake-up technologies such as Wake-On-LAN (WOL) and Wake-on-Wireless LAN (WoWLAN) [3] . These ACPI low power states are rarely activated in most desktop computers in offices due to their inability to maintain network connectivity. Thus, huge energy savings can be achieved if computers sleep during idle periods [4] .
The Network Connectivity Proxy (NCP) emerged as a quite promising strategy for significantly reducing network energy waste [5] . It allows network devices to sleep and impersonates their presence over the Internet [6] . The presence impersonation requires NCP to proxy sleeping devices at all layers of TCP/IP stack. To achieve this, the NCP generates/responds to packets on behalf of sleeping devices. The NCP needs to proxy basic networking protocols (e.g., ARP, PING, DHCP etc) as well as TCP sessions keep-alive messages and periodic application-specific heartbeat messages [7] . It wakes up a sleeping device (using WOL or WoWLAN technology) only when necessary e.g., remote access connection request [8] . Although, the NCP is a quite promising green networking strategy, it still faces several open issues and challenges especially related to proxying of TCP sessions and proprietary closed-source
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G2 G3 applications. The TCP proxying strategies in literature are either future oriented or propose changes to standard TCP/IP [6, 9, 10] . Further, application proxying strategies in literature are also either limited to only open-source applications or propose modifications to original applications [6, 11, 12] .
This paper presents a new strategy that can effectively overcome the limitations of NCP concept. The proposed system reduces network energy waste through intelligent coordination among daily used fixed and mobile devices. Today, the smartphones and tablets are using the same operating system as the desktop PCs (e.g., Microsoft Windows 10, Ubuntu etc). This enables them to run the same applications and embed similar features as the desktop PCs. The proposed green networking strategy ensures that the applications are running on only single user device that is under active use at that particular instant. Thus, the applications will run on either desktop PC, laptop, tablet or smartphone at any given instant. For example, applications run on office computer during work hours and stop on all other user devices. If the user leaves office, applications start running on smartphone automatically and stop on all other user devices. This requires devices to seamless communicate with a centralized control server. It is worth to mention that applications on smartphone utilize hardware resources such as Wi-Fi, 3G/4G and built-in sensors which consume at-least 30% of its battery [13] . Thus, the smartphone can significantly improve its battery life in proposed system due to not running the applications 24/7.
The proposed system also uses a light-weight Home Gateway Proxy (HGP) to allow computers to sleep when idle (e.g., outside work hours). The HGP is subset of NCP and implements only a very basic set of practically realizable features. It only proxy basic networking protocols (i.e., ARP and PING) on behalf of sleeping computers and wake them up only when necessary (e.g., when remote desktop connection request is received). A communication framework is required to enable computers to communicate with HGP. This paper proposes the design of communication framework based on Universal Plug & Play (UPnP) technology that provides interesting features such as auto-discovery, seamless networking and communication. The proposed system significantly reduces energy waste of computers by allowing them to sleep and still accessible remotely whenever desirable. The proposed system is also useful for mobile devices. Although, energy savings from smartphones are negligible as being low power devices but can significantly improve their battery life.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background and related work. It also highlights issues in previous proxying strategies. Section 3 presents the detailed design of proposed system. Section 4 presents the design of HGP. Section 5 presents implementation guidelines. Section 6 practically evaluates the proposed system and also estimates the energy savings. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
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Motivation & Background Work
This section presents an overview of NCP concept and addresses related work from literature. Further, it also highlights issues and challenges in the NCP concept which are successfully overcome in our proposed collaborative proxying scheme.
Overview of NCP Concept
The objective of NCP is to hide the sleeping state of its client devices from remote peers over the Internet. Thus, it impersonates presence of sleeping client devices and makes them appear as online or connected to the Internet. This implies generating and responding to packets on their behalf. Presence impersonation requires proxying for sleeping devices at all layers of TCP/IP stack. The NCP needs to proxy basic networking protocol (e.g., ARP, PING, DHCP, IGMP, NetBIOS etc) as well as Internet based applications (e.g., VoIP, IM applications etc). To proxy applications, NCP needs to generate or respond to periodic application-specific heartbeat messages on behalf of sleeping devices. This also involves proxying of associated transport connections (i.e., TCP sessions). To understand application-specific heartbeat messages, the NCP developers need to have knowledge about the application source code. Fig. 2 presents an overview of NCP concept consisting of the following steps:
Step 1: The NCP client is awake and maintains its full connectivity with remote peer over the Internet.
Step 2: The NCP client registers with NCP and also registers required proxying behavior e.g., the applications and protocols to proxy.
Step 3: The NCP client becomes idle and notifies its power state to NCP just before entering into sleep state.
Step 4: The NCP client is sleeping and NCP impersonates its presence with remote peer over the Internet.
Step 5: The NCP received a packet that requires sleeping client device resources e.g., remote desktop connection.
Step 6: The NCP wakes up its client device by using WOL or WoWLAN technology.
Step 7:
The NCP client has woken up, retrieved current proxying state from NCP and resumed its full network connectivity over the Internet. The operations in Fig. 2 are highlighted with different colors: green (i.e., NCP client is awake), blue (i.e., NCP client wants to sleep and interacts with NCP), orange (i.e., NCP is proxying its sleeping client device) and red (i.e., the wake-up process of NCP client).
Literature Review
Several researchers have investigated the NCP concept, although with different names. Its basic requirements have been analyzed in [5, 10] . Authors in [3] investigated different types of NCPs. Based on the design and deployment in local network, authors have also identified challenges and proposed suitable solutions. ECMA [14] standardized a reference proxying framework for sleeping devices. The standard specifies mandatory and optional requirements. Further, different proxying modes and deployment options in the local network have been identified. Authors in [1, 15] motivated the NCP concept by estimating the potential energy savings. Authors in [1] also investigated what applications and protocols need proxying and what can be ignored by performing detailed network traffic analysis in home and office environments. Most literature works addressed proxying of a specific open-source application or network protocol such as XChat and kaduChat [4] , Gnutella [16] , Jabber clients [17] , UPnP protocol [18] . Few researchers have investigated a rather more complete proxying framework using different hardware platforms [6, 11, 19] .
The NCP concept has successfully addressed proxying of basic networking protocol (e.g., ARP, PING, DHCP, IGMP, NetBIOS) and source-source applications. However, proxying of TCP sessions and proprietary closedsource applications is quite challenging. Authors in [9] proposed green TCP concept by introducing a new header field 'Connection Sleep' inside TCP packets. This modification to standard TCP/IP informs remote peer about the device power state transitions. Authors in [10] proposed a split-TCP feature by introducing a new 'shim' layer between application and socket interface. The shim layer communicates with shim layer on remote peer to freeze and resume a TCP connection. Another strategy to preserve TCP connections on behalf of sleeping devices is the use of Srelay SOCKS service [5] . It relays every TCP connection between both communicating peers. Authors in [6, 20] proposed TCP session migration feature. The NCP client freezes its TCP session before sleeping and transfers the state to NCP. The TCP session is migrated back to NCP client when it wakes up. The TCP session migration uses a feature in Linux kernel by putting TCP socket in repair state and adjusting its parameters such as sequence and acknowledgment numbers. The TCP session migration feature needs to be implemented by all Internet-based applications. It can be observed that all TCP proxying strategies are either future oriented or propose modifications to standard TCP/IP and applications. Further, the strategies face scalability issues and real-time performance might be degraded.
To proxy applications, the NCP needs to generate/respond to application-specific periodic heartbeat messages. Authors in [11, 19] proposed the idea of using application stubs. The application stub is a light-weight version of original application re-written from its source code. Thus, writing stubs is a very challenging process and developers need to understand different programming languages (i.e., applications are normally developed in different languages). Further the strategy can be used only for open source applications. Authors in [4] proposed application specific routines and tested for xChat and kaduChat applications. The NCP client device continuously monitors application heartbeat messages based on transport protocol and port number. The last heartbeat message is provided to NCP before going to sleep state. The NCP then modifies heartbeat message in order to generate/respond to future heartbeat messages on behalf of sleeping client device. This strategy is useful if payloads are unencrypted and predictable (e.g., payload value is a counter, random value etc). Authors in [6] proposed application freeze and resume features. An application on NCP client device freezes operations and transfers the state to NCP along with TCP socket details. The NCP resumes operations when client device enters into sleep state. The application state is transferred back to NCP client after it wakes up. This strategy also requires heartbeat message payload to be unencrypted and predictable (e.g., payload value is a counter, random value etc). Further, it requires modifications to applications. All applications need to implement freeze and resume features. It can be observed that all application proxying strategies are limited to open-source applications or require modifications to applications to include new features.
Proxying techniques are also useful for mobile devices in order to improve their battery life. Authors in [13, 21] analyzed the applicability of NCP concept for mobile devices. Mainly issues and challenges were analyzed due to device mobility. Additionally, the NCP also faces the same challenges as for fixed network devices (e.g., proxying of TCP sessions and proprietary closed-source applications). Authors in [22] used proxying approach for dynamic power aware scheduling. The proxy ensures to transmit data in burst by splitting the connection between both communicating peers. The burst transmission slightly reduces energy consumption by allowing network interfaces to sleep between bursts. Authors in [23] and [24] analyzed similar strategy for BitTorrent and delay sensitive applications (e.g., YouTube, NetFlix, etc), respectively. Authors in [25] presented the design of 'scepter' which is a stateful proxy for reducing control and data bits during transmission between both peers. However, energy saving potential of data compression or size reduction is much lower compared to the NCP concept.
Issues & Challenges in NCP Concept
Although NCP seems to be quite optimistic green networking strategy, it faces several unresolved issues and challenges:
1. The application proxying strategies for NCP are only limited to open-source applications or propose changes to original applications [6, 11] . It is worth to mention that majority of daily used applications (e.g., skype, viber, VoIP clients etc) are proprietary closed-source which cannot be proxied by NCP. 2. Even to implement proxying for open-source applications, detailed knowledge of their source code and programming languages is required. This makes the task quite challenging due to ever increasing number of applications. 3. It is very challenging for NCP to proxy applications with encrypted payloads. For each application, the NCP needs to know its security policies and keying material (e.g., encryption and signature algorithms, keys, keys validities etc). Such information is normally not shared by application developers especially in case of proprietary closed-source applications. Proxying task becomes even much more challenging for applications which use end-to-end encryption (e.g., WhatsApp).
4.
Proxying of open TCP sessions on behalf of sleeping devices is also very challenging. Proposed strategies in literature either modify the standard TCP/IP or face scalability and performance limitations [5, 6, 10] . 5. The NCP coverage is only limited to local network devices. Thus, if a mobile device e.g., laptop leaves the local network, it cannot be proxied or woken-up. 6. Proxying of mobile devices is very challenging for NCP as it needs to track the devices mobility and changing IP addresses [21] . Further, NAT/Firewall may prevent NCP communication with mobile devices when they travel a different network.
All these issues don't exist in the implementation of our proposed system which makes it practically realizable. The proposed system does not proxy applications but instead runs them on any active user device based on priorities or specified settings. Further, there is no need to proxy TCP sessions in the proposed system. Since, the proposed system uses a centralized control server, the mobility of devices does not cause any issues. To allow remote wake-up of devices as in NCP, the proposed system uses a light-weight HGP. The HGP wakes up a sleeping computer when a new connection request is received (e.g., a user trying to access his sleeping computer at home from office or vice versa using remote desktop). Thus, all the functionalities in proposed system are practically realizable with achievable energy savings equivalent or higher than the NCP concept.
Proposed System: Intelligent Collaborative
Proxying Scheme
The proposed system consists of two parts: (i) intelligent coordination among daily used fixed and mobile devices for maintaining connectivity for applications (addressed in this section) and (ii) HGP for maintaining connectivity for remote desktop/access (addressed in Section 4).
Overview
Today, people are using multiple computing devices in their daily life including smartphones, tablets, laptops and desktop computers. The modern laptops and desktop computers are very powerful and equipped with 3+ GHz processors, up to 16 GB memory and 8 GB disk space. Till few years ago, the smartphones were very weak computing devices with very low processing power and available memory. However, due to advancement in technology, today smartphones are very powerful with quad-core and octa-core processors, more than 2 GB memory and storage space of 128 GB. Further, smartphones today can run the same applications as well as the same OSes as desktop computers such as Microsoft Windows 10 and Ubuntu. Ideally, a modern smartphone can do everything that a desktop computer can do.
The smartphones got increasing popularity and millions of people are using an Internet-connected smartphone in daily life. Thus, why not maintain presence of applications on a smartphone during the time periods when the user is not using his desktop computer. Thus, the applications will run on a single user device that is under active use at that specific moment. The original NCP concept was proposed with two objectives: (i) proxy basic network presence of sleeping computers and wake-them up only when necessary (e.g., remote desktop connection request) and (ii) proxy the presence of applications on behalf of sleeping computers. In our proposed system, the first objective is achieved with a light-weight HGP with very basic set of practically realizable features. The design and features of HGP are addressed in Section 4. The second objective of NCP in our proposed system is achieved through intelligent coordination among daily used devices by relying on a centralized control server. Applications on smartphone normally run 24/7 and consume significant portion of battery [13] . The proposed system improves battery life of smartphone as it will run applications only when no other user device is running them. Further, huge energy savings can be achieved from desktop computers as they can sleep during idle periods and their basic network presence being maintained by the HGP.
Design of Proposed System
The proposed system uses a central Application Coordinating/Controlling Unit (ACU) with which all user devices communicate. The ACU is a global entity running anywhere in the world and manages user accounts and their registered devices. It guarantees to run applications on either a smartphone or tablet or laptop or desktop PC or any other device currently under active use. The user first needs to create an account with ACU and register all of his devices and applications. Fig. 3 depicts the generic scenario for a single user having different devices. This scenario assumes that the user has three devices: one desktop computer in office, one laptop at home and one smartphone which is always with the user where ever he moves. All of these three devices communicate with ACU which instructs them to run or not to run the applications. E.g., when the user is in office, the ACU informs office computer to run all the applications (such as skype, viber, VoIP clients and others) while informs home laptop and smartphone to stop the applications. During this time, the home computer/laptop can sleep and can be woken up whenever necessary by HGP running on the gateway device. Also the smartphone during this time will have lower utilization of CPU, memory, Wi-Fi, 3G/4G, builtin sensors etc due to stopping all the applications. The smartphone and home laptop periodically check with the ACU if they need to resume all the applications. When the user leaves office, his office computer enters into sleep mode and HGP in office network will manage its availability for remote access. The office computer is using a kernel module that tracks changes in its power state transitions. As soon as the office computer receives sleep instruction and detected by kernel module, it immediately notifies the ACU. Meanwhile, the ACU informs smartphone to run all the applications. Likewise office computer, the home computer/laptop also uses kernel module with the same objectives. This way, the applications run on only single user device based on his location at the given moment. Fig. 4 depicts the generic architectural design of proposed system. The ACU is a global entity and may offer its services to millions of users around the world, each with multiple devices. Fig. 4 assumes a total of N users who created account with the ACU server. During account registration, the user specifies all of his devices and provides custom settings or assigns priorities to devices. The user in his account can also mention the applications that he will be using on his devices. Now based on the custom settings or priorities, the ACU server runs applications on only single user device at the given moment. Fig. 4 also depicts different user devices that communicate with the ACU server. Each device runs an ACU client that enables the device to create an account with the ACU server or add itself to an existing account, add/remove applications, update priorities etc. The ACU client also includes an Application Controller who is responsible to run or stop applications on the device based on the instructions received from ACU server.
To have better understanding of the ACU client functionalities, Fig. 5 depicts a basic flow chart. Once the ACU client software is started, it registers or logins at the ACU server. Meanwhile, it also asks the ACU server whether it needs to start the applications or not. The ACU server may inform the device not to start applications based on the device priority or user-specified settings. The ACU client will periodically send a heartbeat message to announce its presence to the ACU server and also to know if its the time to start applications. If there is no high priority registered device at the ACU server at the given moment or high priority device de-registers with the ACU server, it informs the ACU client to start the applications. After starting applications, the ACU client continues sending periodic heartbeat messages to the ACU server to announce its presence and to check if it needs to keep the applications running. If in meanwhile the ACU server discovered another high priority device, it will instruct the ACU client to stop the applications. server continuously checks for new account registrations or logins to the previously created accounts. Once a device login, the ACU server loads user configurations and device priorities for that specific account. It checks if this account has requested controlling of applications based on device priority, user preference or other type of settings. If the decision is requested based on priority, it checks if this device has the highest priority. If the device has low priority, the ACU server will instruct it not to run the applications and vice versa. If the decision is requested based on user preferences, the ACU server checks if this device should run applications or not. Meanwhile, the ACU server also checks all other registered devices with this account to know if any other user device is running applications. If yes, it will instruct the other device to stop the applications. The ACU server also checks if a device periodic heartbeat message is received on time, otherwise deletes the device from registered devices list and instructs the next suitable device to run the applications.
Application Control Logics
It is worth to mention that Fig. 6 shows very basic flowchart for the ACU server based on the devices priorities and user preferences. However, the ACU server could be much more complex by implementing different application control logics. The following are possible application control logics for ACU server:
Based on Device Priority
In priority based application control, the ACU server runs applications on the highest priority registered device and stops on all low priority devices. For example, smartphone has lower priority compared to tablet, tablet has lower priority compared to laptop and laptop has lower priority compared to desktop computer. Thus, the ACU server first checks if desktop computer is registered and awake. It will only instruct smartphone to run applications if no other device is registered or other devices are in sleep state.
The ACU server may also provide a feature to transfer control of applications at any time to low priority device based on user request even if the high priority device is available.
Based on Pre-specified Time Periods
In this application control logic, the ACU server runs applications on devices based on time of the day. For example, office computer runs applications from 8:00 am until 6:00 pm. The home computer runs applications from 8:00 pm until 10:00 pm. The smartphone runs applications at any other time when office and home computers are not running them. The user may also specify that no device should run applications during his sleeping time from 10:00 pm until 8:00 am.
Mixed User Configurations
The ACU server may control applications based on mixed user-specified configurations. The user can specify to run some applications on one device and some on the other device. For example, the user has total 5 applications: A, B, C, D and E. Smartphone will run applications C and D. Office computer will run applications A, B and E. The home computer will run all applications.
Communication Framework
It can be observed in Fig. 3 that a communication framework is required for communication between user devices and ACU server. In the proposed system, this communication framework is based on HTTP protocol that works in the client-server fashion. The choice of HTTP is due to its structured meta-data and open flow (at-least in outbound direction) through Firewalls. The HTTP protocol in its original form has no built-in security and faces security threats due to transmission of unencrypted packets over the Internet. To protect HTTP communication against cyber attacks, the Group Domain of Interpretation (GDOI) [26] based security mechanism is used. The GDOI provides enhanced protection against traffic manipulation attacks due to its periodic security policies and keying material refreshment mechanism.
The GDOI mechanism consists of a Group Controller and Key Server (GCKS) and Group Members. The GCKS provides security policies and keying material to group members which they use then for communication among each other. In the proposed system in Fig. 3 , The ACU server also plays the role of GCKS and provides security policies and keying material to registered user devices. The first step in GDOI security mechanism is secure authentication of user devices with ACU server. This authentication phase is based on Diffie Hellman exchange [26] . Once devices successfully authenticate, the ACU server (i.e., GCKS) provides them new updated security policies and keying material on periodic basis. The security policies contain information about the expiry of keying material as well as encryption and signature algorithms to use. Current implementations support AES-128-GCM, AES-256-GCM and AES-256-CBC encryption algorithms and HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-384, HMAC-SHA-512 and AES-GMAC-128 signature algorithms. Thus, encryption and signature algorithms for protecting HTTP communication are changed on periodic basis and decided by the ACU server (i.e., GCKS).
The GDOI provides strong protection to HTTP against cyber attacks targeting integrity and confidentiality of communication. The authentication/access and traffic manipulation attacks (e.g., man-in-the-middle) are prevented due to encryption. The periodic security policies and keying material refreshment mechanism provides protection against replay and cryptanalysis attacks. The GDOI group-based security also provides protection to user privacies in proposed system. As depicted in Fig. 7 , every user has different security policies and keying material. However, all devices belonging to a single user have same security policies and keying material. Thus, the ACU server (i.e., GCKS) in proposed system provides complete isolation to every user account. Detailed functional description of GDOI is available in [26] and is out of scope for this paper.
Home Gateway Proxy
People keep their computers powered ON 24/7 due to two main reasons: (i) Internet connectivity for remote desktop/access and (ii) Internet connectivity for applications. The HGP deals with first issue while intelligent coordination among devices (addressed in Section 3) deals 
Basic Architectural Design
The basic conceptual architecture of HGP is similar to NCP [6] and implements only a very basic subset of practically realizable features. The architectural design of HGP is depicted in Fig. 8 and consists of four building blocks: (i) network sockets, (ii) packet filters, (iii) packet processor and (iv) a basic set of proxying rules. The network sockets are used for communication with client devices (i.e., power managed computers) and to proxy presence on their behalf. They are used in UPnP-based communication with client devices. Further, network sockets are also created for sending/receiving PING and ARP packets on behalf of sleeping devices. The packet filters are used to sniff packets intended for sleeping devices based on their registered proxying rules. The captured packets are forwarded to packet processor block which analyzes them and determines appropriate actions e.g., respond to packet, ignore it or wake-up sleeping device. The packet processor processes packets based on the instructions specified in the proxying rules. The HGP implements a proxying rule for each specific protocol that includes instructions on how to process such packets.
Proxying Rules
Unlike NCP, the HGP is very simple and needs to implement only three proxying rules: rule is very important as it associates sleeping device IP address with the MAC address of HGP. Thus, all future packets intended for sleeping devices will be received by HGP. 2. PING Rule: It provides instructions on how to process PING packets on behalf of sleeping devices. PING requests are normally used for checking device presence/reachability. Thus, this rule enables HGP to impersonates presence of a sleeping device IP address in the network. 3. Wake-on-Connection (WoC) Rule: Originally specified in the NCP architecture [6] , this rule provides instructions to wake-up a sleeping device when a packet intended for it contains a certain destination transport protocol and port number (e.g., remote desktop on TCP:3389 or UDP:3389, SSH remote access on TCP:22, etc).
Communication Framework
A communication framework is required to enable computers to communicate with the HGP. It is necessary for registration of proxying rules and notification of power state transitions. For hassle-free communication, the communication framework should inherit auto-discovery and seamless communication features. To this aim, multicast DNS (mDNS) or UPnP technology can be used. The mDNS is based on IP multicast over UDP protocol for device/service discovery. However, mDNS is designed for auto-discovery only and needs another protocol for communication [27] . Whereas, UPnP is a complete architecture that provides auto-discovery as well as seamless communication features between devices. Further, UPnP technology is most commonly used today by network devices and also easily portable on home gateways. Thus, the design of communication framework for HGP in our proposed system is based on UPnP technology.
The UPnP technology enables computers and HGP to automatically discover and communicate with each other as soon as connected to the network without needing any configurations or network settings. A UPnP device periodically advertises itself in the network and discovers and registers with other devices of interest. Detailed description of UPnP technology is available in [28] and is out of scope for this paper. Implementation instructions of the UPnP communication framework are provided in Section 5.
Implementation Guidelines and Tools
The implementation of proposed system (in Fig. 3 ) ensures hassle-free communication of user devices with the ACU server. All the functionalities in proposed system smoothly and seamlessly take place in background without requiring any user-settings or manual instructions. The ACU server transfers applications control from one device to the other autonomously. Further, a user don't need to inform manually its device operational state to ACU server, instead, a kernel module was developed that tracks power state transitions on computers and automatically informs the ACU server.
The proposed system consists of four software prototypes: (i) ACU server, (ii) ACU client, (iii) HGP and (iv) HGP client. The ACU client software runs on all user devices and communicates with ACU server for applications controlling based on priorities in current implementations. Based on the available devices and their priorities, the ACU server runs applications on the device with highest priority. The smartphone priority is normally set the lowest and it runs applications only if no desktop PC or laptop is running them. The HGP client software runs only on desktop PCs and laptops and communicates with HGP software running on the gateway device. The HGP client receives instructions from kernel module about power state transitions and immediately informs the HGP software over the UPnP communication framework. Whenever a computer is going to sleep state and wakes up, the power state change notification is sent to HGP (through HGP client) as well as to ACU server (through ACU client). The power state tracking is very important for both, HGP and ACU server to function correctly.
The HGP activates and de-activates proxying for its client devices based on their operational status. To get access to packets intended for its sleeping client devices, it implements traffic diversion based on ARP spoofing. The packet sniffing and filtering feature was implemented using Packet CAPturing (PCAP) libraries. Once a relevant packet is captured, it is forwarded to packet processor in HGP which then executes the appropriate action e.g., generates response, ignores it or wakes-up client device.
The proposed system requires two communication frameworks: (i) GDOI based secure HTTP and (ii) UPnP. The GDOI based secure HTTP communication framework is used for communication between ACU server and ACU client. Whereas, the UPnP communication framework is used for communication between HGP and its client devices. The authentication phase of GDOI security mechanism was implemented based on Diffie Hellman exchange [26] . The Diffie Hellman exchange enables ACU client to establish initial secret key with ACU server using public key cryptography techniques. Afterwards, the GDOI security mechanism periodically refresh security policies (e.g., encryption and signature algorithms etc) and keying material. Current implementations support AES-128-GCM, AES-256-GCM and AES-256-CBC encryption algorithms and HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-384, HMAC-SHA-512 and AES-GMAC-128 signature algorithms. For ease in implementation of security algorithms, pyCrypto libraries were used.
The UPnP communication framework provides autodiscovery and zero-configuration based seamless communication. It consists of two main roles: controlled device (CD) and control point (CP). The CP functionalities are similar to a client that sends requests to a server. Whereas, the CD functions similar to a server. In standard UPnP communication system, one device implements only a CP and other implements only a CD. However, to enable twoway command and control features in proposed system, both the HGP and its client devices implement a CP as well as a CD (as shown in Fig. 9 ). The CD on HGP implements the proxy service that provides actions for ARP, PING and WoC rules registration. The CD on HGP client devices implements Low Power (LP) service that receives commands from the CP of HGP for power management of the device. The HGP can instruct its client devices about when to sleep. The LP service uses internal system calls to put the device into sleep state at the specified time. All four software entities (ACU server, ACU client, HGP and HGP client) were implemented and tested in Linux operating system. The ACU server and ACU client were implemented using Python programming language with the help of pyCrypto libraries. Whereas, the HGP and HGP client were implemented using standard C/C++ programming language with the help of BOOST, PCAP and libUPnP libraries. Most of the networking tasks were implemented using BOOST libraries.
Measurements and Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the proposed system for correctness of functionalities and presents performance metrics in real networking environments. The experimental testbed is depicted in Fig. 10 and consists of an office PC, home PC, a smartphone, an ACU server and two HGPs in home and office networks. Both, the home and office PCs run ACU client as well as HGP client softwares. However, the smartphone runs only the ACU client software. Since the ACU client software was developed for Linux operating system, it was tested on a Ubuntu based smartphone for experimentation purpose. The HGP software was executed on very low power Raspberry Pi pocket PC to avoid any incremental energy waste. As depicted in Fig. 10 , the smartphone can be in the home network, in the office network or any where else using 3G/4G data connection.
First, we verified all the functionalities offered by developed software prototypes in proposed system. We noticed that ACU client and server softwares were correctly functioning. Applications controlling in current implementations are based on only devices priorities. The ACU server correctly executed applications on highest priority device and stopped on all other devices. When the highest priority device entered into sleep state, applications automatically started on the next high priority device without requiring any input or command from user. The whole process took place seamlessly. The kernel module was quite efficient in promptly detecting power state transitions and notifying the ACU server over GDOI based secure HTTP communication framework. The UPnP communication framework was also very efficient in providing auto-discovery between HGP and its client devices. The client devices seamlessly discovered HGP and communicated with it. The HGP client was very efficient in immediately transferring power state notifications (i.e., received from kernel module) to the HGP. Further, the HGP was able to timely wake-up the sleeping device and establish remote desktop/access connection. This feature is quite useful when a user wants to establish remote desktop connection with his sleeping computer in office from home or vice versa. Next, we measured several performance critical factors in proposed system including communication overhead, latencies and resource requirements.
Communication Overhead
Communication overhead is a critical factor that can severely impact real-time performance for any application. Throughput is normally reduced for high communication overhead on low bandwidth channels. Further, packet loss may occur on low bandwidth channels if the communication framework has very high overhead. To analyze the overhead for our designed UPnP communication framework, we performed an experiment lasting 12 minutes during which HGP client discovers and registers with HGP, registers an action, changes its power state, stays in steady-state condition and finally de-registers with HGP. It can be observed that most of the packets were exchanged during steady-state condition which are the periodic advertisement packets. It can also be observed in Fig. 11 that packets in steady state condition are very small in size. The average packet size during discovery/registration and de-registration is quite big as both of these phases involve downloading of complete UPnP device and service descriptions which are expressed in XML format. However, these big size packets are not frequent and only exchanged once during discovery/registration and de-registration. Fig. 12 provides more clear understanding by showing total number of Bytes exchanged during different events. Total Bytes exchanged are directly linked with packet transmission rate as well as its average size. Fig. 13 (a) presents dissection of packets during different UPnP events. The analysis is performed in terms of real information inside each packet, overhead due to structuring of real-information in XML format, overhead by also including headers and the total overhead due to UPnP communication semantics (i.e., a number of packets exchanged during each event). Real information means the actual data (e.g., IP & MAC address, device identifier, service identifier, state variables, action and its parameters etc) that needs to be transferred from one device to the other. UPnP represents this data in XML format before transmitting. It can be observed in Fig. 13 (a) that real information inside UPnP packets is very small. Most additional overhead Bytes are due to XML formatting and UPnP communication paradigm. The device registration and de-registration phases have the highest overhead due to carrying complete device and server descriptions expressed in XML format. The overhead Bytes are less in action registration and state variable update due to carrying very small size of real information. Fig. 13 (a) also depicts overhead Bytes percentage during different UPnP events. The overhead is more than 80% compared to real information during all UPnP events. However, the most frequent UPnP packets are very small in size while big size packets are very infrequent. Thus, the high overhead does not leave adverse impact on UPnP communication. Similar to UPnP communication framework, Fig. 13 (b) presents dissection of packets exchanged between ACU client and ACU server. During registration, ACU client registers with ACU server. The ACU client can add or remove applications locally and also informs ACU server. The ACU server in turn informs all registered client devices. State variable update means notification about changes in device priority or power state. Based on priority, the ACU server instructs client device to start/stop applications. It can be observed in Fig. 13 (b) that HTTP communication overhead is also quite high but the packets are very small compared to UPnP communication (in Fig.  13(a) ). Due to small size packets, the overhead does not negatively impact communication allowing ACU clients and server to communicate smoothly.
Latencies Analysis
Another performance critical factor is latency that can severely affect operations on an application. First, we analyzed latencies as sum of HGP internal processing latency and UPnP communication latency in rules/actions registrations. The results are averaged over 100 tests and depicted in Fig. 14. It can be observed that latencies are independent of the specific rule. Further, latencies are very stable and small enough that it cannot negatively impact the HGP operations.
Since, HGP is processing packets on behalf of sleeping devices, the processing latency in generating response packets must be very small. We analyzed this for PING request packets in Fig. 15 considering: (i) HGP client device is awake and directly replying to packets and (ii) HGP client is sleeping and packets are responded by HGP on its behalf. It can be observed in Fig. 15 that HGP is quite efficient in replying to packets and average latency experienced by third-party device is lower than 2 ms. Further, no packet loss was observed during different trials.
The communication between ACU client and server is passing over the Internet. Therefore, communication latency will depend heavily on the available data rate and channel bandwidth. Further, HTTP is a simple clientserver architecture that provides very low communication latency considering the available data rates today. Instead, we analyzed latencies due to GDOI security mechanism that protects HTTP communication against integrity and confidentiality attacks. Fig. 16 depicts the latencies for supported encryption algorithms with varying message size. The observed decryption latency is always slightly higher than the encryption latency. Further, latency increases slightly with the increase in message size. Similarly, Fig. 17 depicts the latencies for supported signature algorithms with varying message size. It can be observed that even for considerable message size of 10,000 Bytes, the latencies of encryption and signature algorithms are lower than 10 ms. Thus, GDOI security mechanism is very efficient and does not impact real-time communication between ACU client and server. 
Memory Requirements
We analyzed memory and CPU usage by all four developed software prototypes (ACU client, ACU server, HGP and HGP client). The CPU usage was negligible due to no complex or CPU intensive functionalities involved. The memory usage can be critical especially for HGP which is expected to run on legacy gateway device. The gateway devices are normally equipped with 16 MB or 32 MB of memory limiting the possibilities to run additional softwares. Memory requirement is not critical for HGP client, ACU client and ACU server. The HGP client is expected to run on desktop PCs and laptops where as ACU client is expected to run on desktop PCs, laptops and smartphones as well. Today, these devices are equipped with several Gigabytes of memory extending their scope to virtually every kind of big size and complex applications. Further, memory requirement is also not a challenging task for ACU server. Table 1 presents memory requirements for all developed software prototypes. It can be observed that the memory requirements are very low. The HGP software requires only 2.67 MB of memory with no client device registered. Further, registration of a single client device requires only 18 KB of additional memory on average as reported in Table 2 . This means that a legacy gateway device with only 8 MB of free memory can enable HGP to impersonate presence for up to 450 client devices. This is a quite big number as HGP scope is limited to only local network with very few client devices.
Expected Energy Savings
The proposed system reduces energy waste due to fixed network devices (e.g., desktop PCs) as well as helps mobile devices (e.g., laptops, tablets, smartphones) to significantly improve their battery life. The energy savings are achieved by allowing devices to sleep when idle without losing the network connectivity. The savings achievable from mobile devices will be negligible as they are already quite low powered devices. However, the proposed system can benefit them to improve their battery life e.g., smartphones are not running applications 24/7 in proposed system. Note, the applications on smartphones consume significant portion of battery due to utilizing hardware components such as CPU, memory, Wi-Fi, 3G/4G or built-in sensors. For desktop PCs and laptops, the energy savings heavily depend on their idle and sleep power consumptions as well as the amount of time devices can sleep. A device sleep duration indirectly also depends on the HGP capabilities.
It is reported in [13] that about 30% of a typical smartphone battery is consumed by Internet connected applications. The rest of battery is consumed by operating system during its idle state. In proposed system, smartphones run applications only for short durations when no other device is running them (e.g., outside work hours). Further, the smartphones can be instructed not to run applications during user sleeping hours (e.g., 10:00 pm until 8:00 am). We expect battery usage by applications on smartphone lower than 10% in the proposed system. Assuming a typical smartphone battery on full charge lasts for 24 hours if running applications 24/7. Its battery duration can be increased up to 30.8 hours in the proposed system. This means at least 23% increase in the smartphone battery life.
Analysis of network traffic is required to determine how long computers can sleep in office and home environments. Authors in [1] analyzed traffic samples to determine what type of applications and protocols are most frequently used by computers and which of them are proxiable. Based on results in [1] , Fig. 18 depicts estimated daily idle duration for desktop PCs and laptops in office and home environments. It is worth to mention that this section assumes the NCP with only Basic Proxying (BP) capabilities i.e., it can proxy only simple network protocols (e.g., ARP, DHCP, PING, IGMP, NetBIOS etc) and wake up a client device whenever necessary. Majority of daily used applications are proprietary closed-source which cannot be proxied by NCP. The proposed system, Intelligent Collaborative Proxying Scheme (ICPS) can provide Full Proxying (FP) capabilities by allowing computers to sleep and maintaining their applications presence on smartphones. Authors in [1] specified that computers can sleep for 48% and 76% of the idle duration with BP (i.e., NCP) in office and home environments, respectively. However, computers can sleeping for 90% and 99% of idle duration with FP (i.e., the proposed ICPS system) in office and home environments, respectively. Based on these results, Fig.  19 depicts estimated sleep duration for desktop computers and laptops in the NCP concept and in the proposed ICPS system. It can be observed that the proposed ICPS system significantly increases sleep duration for devices when compared to the NCP concept.
To estimate the potential annual energy savings, we assumed 30 W and 2 W power consumptions for a typical laptop in idle and sleep state, respectively. For desktop computers, we assumed 65 W and 4 W power consumptions in idle and sleep state, respectively. Based on the daily sleep duration of computers and their idle and sleep power consumptions, Fig. 20(a) depicts the potential annual energy savings for a single computer in office and home environments. It can be observed that the proposed ICPS system provides much higher energy savings than the NCP concept. Its mainly because the NCP cannot proxy daily used proprietary closed-source applications. Fig. 20(b) depicts that a single desktop computer can provide annual savings of up to 60 Euro considering 22 cents per kWh as average electricity price in Europe. If the proposed system is adopted worldwide, billions of Euro savings can be achieved considering millions of devices in the world.
Conclusion
The NCP concept seems quite promising in terms of reducing network energy waste. It allows network devices to sleep without losing their presence over Internet. However, the NCP concept still faces several issues concerning proxying of proprietary closed-source applications with encrypted packets and TCP sessions. All proposed NCP strategies in literature are limited to open-source applications or propose changes to original applications and standard TCP/IP.
To overcome the limitations of NCP concept, this paper has presented an intelligent coordination scheme among daily used devices for reducing network energy waste. The proposed system is based on the fact that today we are using multiple devices concurrently, all having similar capabilities. Thus, a smartphone can maintain presence of applications when the desktop computer is sleeping and vice versa. The proposed system also relies on a lightweight HGP with very basic set of practically realizable features. The HGP maintains presence of sleeping computers and wakes them up on new connection attempts (e.g., a user accessing his sleeping computer in office from home and vice versa). The paper proposed UPnP as idle choice for the design of communication framework for HGP. It enables HGP and its client devices to automatically discover and seamlessly communicate with each other without requiring network configurations or user input. For protection of communication from cyber attacks, the paper proposed GDOI as an effective mechanism. Its periodic security policies and keying material refreshment mechanism provides strong protection against cryptanalysis. The paper also presented experimental results by evaluating developed software prototypes in real network environment. The performance metrics validated the successful functionalities in proposed system including the GDOI security mechanism and developed communication frameworks. Further, the paper estimated that proposed system can provide equivalent or higher energy savings compared to the NCP concept.
At present, software prototypes were developed and analyzed in Linux OS. Future work will focus on extending support for other operating systems as well as performing detailed experimental analysis in real-world situations.
